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Spring-breakers enjoy themselves at the beach in Cancún, Mexico earlier this month. The Federal police officers stand over suspects taken into custody in connection with a shooting
U.S. State Department and universities around the nation are warning college students in Tijuana, Mexico on Monday,
headed for Mexico of a surge in drug-related murders.
Cassandra Keyse
MUSTANC. DAILY
Mexico IS one of the most popular spring 
break destinations for college students, but 
this year, students should be cautious if they 
plan to head south of the border. Due to in­
creased violence, the last thing they might 
encounter is some much-needed rest and 
relaxation.
Over the last few months, there has been 
an increase in drug-related violence along
the United States-Mexico border. The State 
Department has issued a travel alert for Mex­
ico, warning travelers of the increased risks of 
vacationing in this country. Although tour­
ists have not been direct targets of violence, 
incidents have occurred where innocent by­
standers have been harmed or killed.
Cal Poly plans to join the ranks of univer­
sities across the country by alerting students 
of the dangers involved going to Mexico for 
spring break trip.
Cal Poly students will be receiving some
sort of warning from the university by the 
end of this week, Stacia Momburg of the 
public affairs office said.
Stephan Lamb, associate director of Stu­
dent Life and Leadership, said that the gen­
eral message to Cal Poly students is to use 
common sense.
“Students should visit only legitimate 
businesses and tourist areas during daylight 
hours, don’t travel alone and file an itinerary 
and contact information with family before 
leaving,” he said.
The areas of greatest concern are cities on 
the border, extending the entire way from 
the Pacific Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico, 
including such common tourist areas as Ti­
juana and Northern Baja, he added.
“Students should be very vigilant,” Lamb 
warned.
Industrial engineering senior Cieoff 
Wakefield said that he is happy that Mexico 
is not on his spring break schedule.
see Spring break, page 2
Engineers specialize robots 
to explore water in M alta
Obama OKs spending 
bill with earmarks
CHRIS JAGGER m u sta n g  daily 
The engineering students tested their 
robot in Poly Canyon Village pool last 
week to work out any possibly bugs.
Chris Jagger
MUSTANG DAIIY
For a group of computer 
engineers at Cal Poly, spring 
break will be a productive ex­
perience rather than a week of 
rampant partying and relax­
ation.
Through the International 
Computer Engineering Ex­
change (ICEX), a collabora­
tion between Cal Poly’s com­
puter engineering department 
and various international part­
ners, several students will be 
traveling to the small island of 
Malta to work on a robotic ex­
ploration project.
“Since there aren’t many 
opportunities for computer 
engineering students to study
abroad, we’ve found inter­
national projects that people 
need computer engineers to 
do like robotics, exploration, 
archeology and stuff like that,” 
said computer science graduate 
student Matthew Schlachtman.
The team of experienced 
computer engineering students 
consists o f Schlachtman, Mi­
chael Boardman,Justin Kuenm, 
Cory White, Daniel Hiranan- 
dani, Phil Phillips and faculty 
advisor Chris Clark.
Malta has historically been 
under constant attack, so an 
underground system of caverns 
and wells was built to store a 
reserve supply for soldiers held 
up in fortresses for long peri-
see Robots, page 2
Charles Babington
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Barack Obama, sounding wea­
ry of criticism over federal earmarks, 
defended Congress’ pet projects 
Wednesday as he signed an “im­
perfect” $410 billion measure with 
thousands of examples. But he said 
the spending does need tighter re­
straint and listed guidelines to do it.
Obama, accused of hypocrisy by 
Republicans for embracing billions 
of dollars of earmarks in the legis­
lation, said they can be useful and 
noted that he has promised to curb, 
not eliminate them.
On another potentially contro­
versial matter, the president also is­
sued a “signing statement” with the 
bill, saying several of its provisions 
raised constitutional concerns and
would be taken merely as sugges­
tions. He has criticized President 
George W. Bush for often using 
such statements to claim the right 
to ignore portions of new laws, and 
on Monday he said his administra­
tion wouldn’t follow those issued by 
Bush unless authorized by the new 
attorney general.
White House officials have ac­
cused Bush of using the statements 
to get around Congress in pursuing 
anti-terror tactics.
Obama signed the bill in private, 
unlike a number of recent signings 
that took place with fanfare, but he 
raised the issue of earmarks in pub­
lic remarks playing down their scope 
and possible harm in the measure. 
They comprise about 1 percent of 
the spending package, which will
see Bill, page 2
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keep the government running 
through September, he told report­
ers.
“1 )one right, earmarks have 
given legislators the opportunity 
to direct federal money to worthy 
projects that benefit people in their 
districts. And that’s why I’ve op­
posed their outright elimination,” 
he said.
Still, the president acknowl­
edged the storm of criticism from 
watchdog groups, talk show hosts 
and many Republican lawmakers 
— including some who have ob­
tained earmarks — who call them 
wasteful and politically motivated. 
T hey are special provisions ear­
marking money in spending bills 
for specific projects.
Obama, too, has criticized them 
as overused and subject to abuse.
Proposing new safeguards, he 
asked Congress to require that any 
earmark for a for-profit company 
be subject to competitive bids. 
He also said he would work with 
Congress to eliminate earmarks 
or other specific items in spend­
ing bills that he believes serve no 
legitimate purpose. But he did not 
specify how.
Critics were unmoved. Obama 
“naively asked earmark addicts 
to police themselves,” said Sen.
Jim DeMint, R-S.C. Lawmakers 
“trumpet their pork on their Web 
sites,” he said,“and nobody believes 
we will have public hearings on pet 
projects.”
Presidents can ask C-ongress to 
rescind various spending items. But 
the authority has little bite because 
lawmakers tend to ignore requests 
to undo their work.
Sen. John McC'ain, C')bama’s 
COP opponent in last year’s elec­
tion, wants to require Congress 
to vote on a president’s rescission 
requests. Obama is open to such a 
change, spokesman Robert Cibbs 
said, but has not proposed it.
“It doesn’t do anybody any good 
to send up a rescessions package,” 
Cibbs said, if it “becomes a piece of 
paper in somebody’s file drawer.”
Congress has wrestled for years 
with how to regulate earmarks, the 
targeted spending items for con­
struction projects, weapons systems, 
research grants and thousands of 
other programs sought by Senate 
and House members. Voters tend 
to disdain earmarks in the abstract, 
but they often embrace the money 
and jobs that earmarks produce 
close to home. Many lawmakers 
base their re-election bids on the 
goodies they steer to constituents, 
and efforts to eliminate earmarks 
have repeatedly met strong resis­
tance 1 1 1  both parties.
Nearly all earmarks serve some 
public purpose, even the so-called 
“bridge to nowhere” in Alaska.
But abuses have included tying 
earmarks to kickbacks, including 
those that sent former Rep. Randy 
“Duke” Cunningham, R-C alif, to 
prison m 2006.
Congress tightened regulations 
after that, including requirements 
that requests for earmark be made 
public and subject to scrutiny. The 
number has decreased since then, 
but they still totaled 7,991, cost­
ing $5.5 billion, in the “omni­
bus” spending bill Obama signed 
Wednesday.
The president called the bill im­
perfect and recommended further 
earmark changes “to ensure that 
the budget process inspires trust 
and confidence instead of cyni­
cism.”
Congress’ Democratic lead­
ers issued statements Wednesday 
praising Obama’s remarks and de­
fending earmarks in general. The 
House Appropriations Committee 
announced said it would submit 
every future earmark to the appro­
priate executive branch agency for 
a review.
But a statement issued by the 
committee’s chairman, David Obey, 
D-Wis., hinted at irritation with 
the public’s focus. “With all of the 
hyperventilating over the 1 per­
cent of the omnibus appropriations 
bill that is made up of earmarks,” 
he said, “Washington has mostly 
glossed over the important results 
it has achieved with the other 99 
percent of the bill.”
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“ It’s kind of scary given that 
cartels have taken over some cities. 
1 would be scared to go there now,” 
he said.
A warning from the university 
is intended to inform students who 
don’t already know of the dangers 
they might be facing.
“ If I was going, I would definite­
ly want them to tell me ‘hey, keep 
an eye out,”’ Wakefield added.
“I think that especially with 
spring break, when a lot of college 
kids go to Mexico, it is important
for students to be aware,” archi­
tecture freshman Emilee Tappen 
agreed.
Not all students believe that 
the university should have to alert 
students about what could happen 
while they are away from campus.
“ I don’t think it’s necessarily 
the university’s responsibility to 
alert students of what they are li­
able for on their own,” landscape 
architecture senior Gabrialla Golik 
said. “Students need to be aware of 
what they’re getting into.”
For further information on trav­
eling to Mexico, visit the U.S. State 
Department’s Web site at www. 
state.gov.
Robots
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ods of time.
Because the cisterns have not 
been seen or touched for more 
than 2,()()() years, the ICEX team 
will use two remotely controlled 
robots to explore them. The small, 
lightweight robots will fit into 
holes that people cannot access and 
essentially swim through the cav­
erns, using sonar software to map 
them out.
The company Video Ray pro­
vided all robotic hardware and the 
ICEX team specialized these ro­
bots to perform well under water.
“We’ve been working on our 
particular part of the project for 
the last three months,” electri­
cal engineering graduate student 
Boardman said. “That part has been 
updating the user interface, chang­
ing thruster controls, working on 
mapping algorithms and changing 
around the mapping interface so 
that it would be a little bit better 
than it was before for our trip.”
The ICT.X team is working in 
conjunction with an archaeolo­
gist who will help them find sites 
for the exploration. According to 
Boardman, archaeologists are want 
to see how well these cisterns are 
connected together and hope the
Video Ray robots will provide re­
liable maps.
To make sure the robots func­
tion correctly and all the software 
is to speed, the ICEX team re­
ceived permission to test them in 
the Poly Canyon Village pool last 
Tuesday.They wanted the robots to 
map the pool as if it were one of 
the cisterns.
“We just wanted to test every­
thing out, make sure it all works 
and see how our maps come out of 
the pool,” Boardman said.
By the end of this session, they 
were able to deploy both Video 
Ray robots, read sonar data off of a 
laptop, control them with a joystick 
and gauge the overall functioning 
of the software. They also discov­
ered a few minor problems. One 
robot was too buoyant and needed 
more weight to help it submerge 
under the water. They realized that 
the joystick controls needed minor 
adjustments.
The K T X  team members said 
they are confident that the robots 
will be fully functional by spring 
break as they anxiously await their 
trip to Malta.
“ It’s been a tremendous expe­
rience just learning about robotics 
in a practical way,”Boardman said.
f ii)  online to wuni’. ntnsltwgiiaily.net to 
see an audio slideshow.
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Study: Global warming to carry big costs for California
Sainanthu Young
WM '( lAI 1 | i I'Rt SS
SACRAMHN rO(AO) — t rom 
agricultural losses to devastation 
wrought by wildfires, (.^ilit'ornia's 
ei'onomy is expected to see sig- 
iiificaiit costs resulting troin global 
\arming in the decadc-s ahead, ac- 
■ ■rdiiig to a series of' studies re- 
 ^ ased Wetinesday.
The reports presented to ( lew, 
rnoid :.chw ar/eiiegger's . liniati' 
..dvisers illustrate the potential of- 
'ects of'climate change on the na­
tion's most populous state.
Cilobal warming could translate 
into annual costs and revenue loss­
es throughotit the economy of be­
tween S2..S billion and JsI-t billion 
by 2050. Property damage caused 
by sea level rise and more devastat­
ing wildfires could push the costs 
far higher.
The projected financial toll 
comes from a compilation of' 40 
studies commissioned by the gov­
ernor's climate advisers. The re­
ports are intended to provide a 
comprehensive snapshot of' global 
warming’s potential costs to prop­
erty owners, businesses and state 
government.
“The numbers indicate that we 
have a lot at stake.” said Michael 
I laneniann, a professor in the De­
partment of Agricultural and Re­
source Tcononiics at the University 
of (California, Rerkeley. “(Califor­
nians need to pay serious atten­
tion to control our greenhouse gas 
emissions, and they need to start 
thinking about adaptation.”
The studies were written by 
scientists from various disciplines 
based at (California universities and 
research institutions. rhe\ include 
. 1 range of costs from agrii ulture, 
wildfires, water supply. Hooding 
and electrii ity demand. The stud­
ies are expected to be released in a 
comprehensive report by the end 
of the month.
If imthing is done ghiballv to 
reduce emissions, hotter tempera­
tures will le.ul to rising sea levels 
that will Hood property m ''•an 
Francisco, lead to lower crop yields 
and water shortages, produce more 
intense wildfires and cause more 
demand for electricity to cool 
homes.
Dealing with those scenarios 
could cost (California between S2.5
billion to SI 5 billion a year, ac­
cording to the isresentation deliv­
ered Wednesdav tt) Schwar/eneg- 
ger's Ii)-niember (Climate Action 
I'eam. Hut even those numbers are 
conservative, saiil 1 ianeniaim. w ho 
res iewed the studies.
l (5r example, lower crop yields 
are likely to occur during extreme 
weather when temper.itures soar 
higher than normal. However, the 
climate nuulels that calculated the 
S,' billion in 'sirrciitul crop losses 
-ised .iver.igc im)nthl\ wcatherdata 
that is lower than temperatures on 
the hottest days that cause crop 
damages.
"The monthly data understates 
the extreme temperature events — 
and that understates the damage,” 
1 lanemann said.
The annual costs also could be 
greater at the end of the century, 
ranging fixiiii S14 billion a year to 
S45 billion in 2<>S5. Total cumula­
tive property losses from wildfires 
and Hoods at that time could range 
from SI05 billion to S334 billion.
(California’s total annual eco­
nomic output is estimated at $1.8 
trillion.
rhe reports come as (Califor­
nia regulators are implementing a 
2(M)() state law that requires green­
house gas emissions to be cut to 
l‘>h() levels bv 2020.
Even as that regulatory process 
plays, emissions have continued 
to rise in the U.S. Heat-trapping 
emissions grew nationally by 1.4 
percent from 2000 to 2007, ac­
cording t<v a draft greenhouse 
Ljas inventorv rele.ised earlier this 
month by the Environmental I'ro- 
tection Agency.
If emissions .¡re reduced on a
global scale, economists say the fi-
n.mcial iinpacton (California would
be lessened but not eliminated. For
ex.iniple, annual revenue losses for
(California farmers wouKl be cut in
half to about S I.5 billitvii by 2050.
while overall electricitv costs actu- » •
allv might be less than today.
Linda .Adam s, secretary of the 
( C.ilifc'iina EnviromlK ntal Hro- 
tection Agency, said the research 
shows why the state needs tt) cut 
carbon emissions aggressively over 
the next 40 years.
"It will cost significantly less to 
combat climate change than it will 
to maintain a business-as-usual ap­
proach,” Adams said.
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Vaclav Klaus, left, president of the Czech Republic, listens as he is introduced by Lee Bollinger, president of 
Columbia University, in New York. Klaus delivered a keynote address titled “Europe, Global Warming and 
the Current Economic Crisis: As Seen from Prague,” at the Columbia University World Leaders Forum.
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EDUCATION, GOVERNMENT 
AND NON-PROFIT JOB FAIR
I'hursday, April 2, 2009 
Location : Chumash Auditorium 
Networking: 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Interview s: 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Come one, come all! We’re trying something new I For the first time ever Career Serx ices 
is hosting the Education, Government & Non.Profit Job Fair, “Finally," some say... and we 
second that. If you tend to feel like job fairs aren’t “meant" for you, take a look over the 
organizations, agencies and school districts participating. You’ll find internships and career 
opportunities that hold the public good as the main objective. Consider working with foster 
families, accounting for a government agency, teaching in a public school classroom, fund­
raising for a cause you believe in—you really can go to work and make a dilTerence at the 
same time. All majors are encouraged to attend the E(i&NP Job Fair!
For more information, visit carcerserviccs.calpoly.edu and click on “Events.”
M-F, 8-4: Jt) 
C al Poly. Building 124 
805 .756 .2501 t
wv/w. caroerseivices. catpoly. udu
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“Have you decided whether to vote to 
increase coilege based fees to $362, 
effective next year?"
“ I'm actually undecided because 
I’m graduating soon. If I was to 
vote, I would be against it be­
cause there seems to be a lot of 
holes in the system. The money 
doesn’t  seem to go to each 
department that needs it."
-Kyle Whean
environmental management and 
protection senior
“ I’m going to vote yes. I’m on 
the student fee committee so 
I feel like I have a responsibil­
ity to vote. I’m glad that they’re 
giving us the vote, but I think 
the decision has already been 
made so I’m not sure what the 
vote’s for.”
-Theo Fitanides, 
biology junior
“ I’m voting yes. I’m with the en­
gineering department and they 
said we really need the increase 
to pay for a lot of deficit 
spending."
-Shaun Allanson, 
mechanical engineering senior
“ I’m voting yes. I’m an art 
and design major, and for our 
department the voting is crucial. 
Our department will be in real 
trouble if the $300 increase 
doesn’t go through.”
-Jade Blessinger. 
art and design sophomore
For a limited time, buy one air/hotel package and 
the second person flies free* from Santa Maria!
Packages available with over 50 of Las Vegas' most exciting hotels.
[w!w!w?aneqiantair!coB^
(7 0 2 )5 0 5 -8 8 «
*0 ffr r  based on » buy one (1) 3ir/hote< package, get one (1) round-trip companion airfare for free Minimum two (2) night, two 
(2) person ait/hotel package required. Companion travel must be on same itinerary as regular fare passenger. Must be purchased 
by March 18,2009 lo t travel between April 1 and Sept. 30,2009 Prices do not include PfC, segment tax or Sept. 11 security fee of 
up to S10.60 per segment. A segment is one take-off and one landing. A convenience fee ol $13.50 per passenger w ill apply when 
booked on allegiantair.com. A convenience fee of $13.50 per passenger, plus $10.00 pet segment, w ill apply when purchased through 
Allegiant Air call renters. When purchased at time of booking, a fee of $15 for first checked bag and $25 for second checked bag w ill 
apply pet person, per segment df purchased at flight check in a fee of $25 for the first rhecked hag and $35 for the second checked 
bag per person, per segment w ill apply lira ll cases additional higher fees wiH apply for three or more checked bags, fate rules, 
routes and srhednlfs aiesuhief r to changewithout nonce. Restrictions apply Offer hot valid on previously purchased tickets
WTien you're ready to quit sniokinti, we're here to help, (^all tlie SLO (amiity Health Department's 
Tobaeeo Control Pni^ram. We offer free elasses and quit assist aids to those who qualif>.
781-5564
PaidJhr xeuh Jinuls from (}u> Mwfur Scnkmau Afirixmvm ^  ,
, . ...... .r.Z.
CALPOIY Humanitarian Service 
Learning Competition
Are you involved with a humanitarian project or research? 
The University Honors Program wants to hear about it!
Ciil Polv is proud ot the compassionate work its students are doing, and we want to recognize you 
tor it. We want to reward YOU for your efforts so you can continue to help OTHERS!
So how does it work? Submit a proposal telling us about your project. Short, sweet, and 
to the point. During Week 3 of Spring Quarter, a student panel selects the top 7 submissions.
Then things get interesting... chosen applicants will receive an initial funding of 
$500 so they can get moving. Keep us ufxlated throughout Spring Qu.irtcr, and then show us 
what you got! On a date to be announced, you’ll display your discoveries and progress to the world. 
A group of students will pick three contestants to be awarded additional funding to ccyntinue their 
research. The winners and their faculty' advisors will be honoted at a Special event at 
the end of the Spring Quarter (Date TB/X).
HuSeL
Proposal details are availablc.onlinc at honOtSproJeCtS .COHl/husel .php ;
Q Q e : s r T O / v ] S ?  Student Contact: Casey Kelletler- ckellehci'\al}voly.edu 
venJif Vo Faculty Contact: Serna .-Mptekin -  salptekii'\alpoly.edu
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Bonnie ''Prince” Billy’s "Beware” develops as time goes on
As the quarter comes to a close, I 
sit alone in my room dimly lit by red 
light bulbs hanging from my detective 
celling fan ignoring my final papers 
and tests that demand way more 
attention than I am willing 
to give them. I do this with 
practically no alcohol in my 
system, thinking about how 
much I’ve grown. My mus­
tache turned into a full-blown 
beard, my blazer re 
placed by black trav­
el jacket, and my 
youthful optimism 
turned comi­
cal 
But
pessimism, 
for some
strange re.ison,
I don't partu u- 
larlv want to 
get completely 
tankeil and haw 
casual sex with a 
broken-in bree/v at .i 
bar. It IS strange because 
this IS what ,uiy uning 
man should do under 
any circumstance. In 
tact. I encouiMne this
behavior. But, I fail to practice what 
I preach. Instead, I sit in my room 
ami throw on Will Oldham’s newest 
opus under the moniker Bon­
nie “Ifrince” Ihlly called “Be­
ware.”
“Beware” is strange as is 
illustrated by “Beware Your 
Only Friend,” which stirts 
off the album. The first 
two seconds are gloomy. 
Then it picks up 
to a ttie-tapping 
tempo, which 
elates the spirit, 
rhen, about 
seven seconds 
in. Will ( >kl- 
ham throws 
me ort in 
his best 
;: c o u n t r y
voice with 
one ot those "I 
want to be your 
only friend.” fol­
lowed by a b.ick- 
ing choir asking 
"Is that scary?"
I didn't realiv
know what to think. It’s kind of like E.xcept, replace 12-year-old me in my and the aquarium with a lonely nio-
that time I was 12 and I asked a girl I navy blue school uniform with a .^ 0- tel inexplicably located in the woods,
met on a field trip to the aquarium if year-old, bearded, balding man in a
she’d like to go to the spring tlance. baby blue Juic7  Ckniture track outfit Beware, page 10
Rosarito Inn
Ocean Front Condominium Suites 
Located 1/2 a block from 
Papas & Beer
Toll Free 
(888)849-4500
For Reservations 
reservations@rosaritoinn.com $55.00
www.rosaritoinn.com
1 Bedroom $220 00 a nigN (Max 4 guests), 2 Bedroom $270.00 a night (Max 6 guests), 3 Bedroom $320 00 a ntgM (Max 8 ^jests)
per night, per person  
1 Bedroom  - 4 guests
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TEXTBOOK BUYBACK
March 12 - 23.2009 • 4 locations!
In Front of tl Corral Bookstore
March 12 • 7:45am - 6:00pm
March 13 • 7:45am - 4:30pm 
March 14 • 11:00am - 4:00pm 
March 16 - 20 • 7:45am - 6:00pm 
March 23 • 9:00am - 4:00pm
Campus Market Tent
March 16 - 20 • 8:30am - 4:30pm
______Dekter lawn Tent______
March 16 - 20 • 9:00am - 4:00pm
Mt. Bishop Bead Drive-Thru
March 16 - 20 • 9:30am - 5:00pm
10% BONUS Deposit your buyback cash into Campus Express & receive an extra 10% Cal Poly ID Required for Buyback Phone:(805) 756-1171 iSSSlse. El Corral Bookstore
p » * «  > f e r v # ^
A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATTON SERVING Ca I. POt.Y SINCE 191?
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Wednesday, Ma»ch 12, 2009
w w w .m u sta n g d a ily .n e t
Fornter tM.a\or m -cifees
her OVVIA- m - a r f e  oia- literature
A lisha  A xso n i
MUSTANIi DAIIY
From the time she was a little girl, C'al I’oly alumna JaeeyVerdicehio always wanted to write 
books, hut never imagined it would actually happen. Now,at the age ot'21,she has published her 
first children’s book,“A King’s Decree and the Orave Three.”
The book is based on a Mible passage about three men who must decide whether to trust their 
king or (¡od tor protection.
“1 had always really loved writing,”Verdicchio said. “When 1 was little kid in elementarv’ school 
1 said,’Oil 1 want to be an author when I grow up’but then through high school 1 just sort of put
it aside because that’s not practical.”
The 2( K )S graduate said she always wanted 
to iiiHuence children and had even e.xplored 
teaching as an option. She realized this was 
not the career path she wanted to take and 
upon reevaluating her earlier aspirations, de­
cided she should pursue writing because it’s 
what she kwed to do.
I ler desire to involve children led her to 
try her hand at writing children’s books, so 
Verdicchio began learn­
ing about the book market 
and researching publishers. The English
(Sten tier Qlen
student Living a t its finest 
Short Walk ♦ Large Rooms • Low Cost • Great Food
www.stennerglen.com
P IC K N A N A G E R .C O M
itoo MILLION
VISIT MUSTANGDAILY.NET
T O  M A K E  Y O U R  P IC K S  
&  W IN  G R E A T  P R IZ E S !
F -V \ i
r i i j i i n r i  D r A f in f ir iI *
Aniv'inr; Dftiiyi
aevEmrwiWiG
m
767 Higuera St. 
Downtown SLO
c o u R i  KSY m o r o
major said she felt her first few attempts 
at writing were “cute” but cjuestioned 
whether they added anything to books 
already on the market.
A breakthrough occurred when 
Verdicchio signed up for a storytell­
ing class taught by Kussell Swanagon
at tkil Foly. A video the class watched showed professional storytellers at a 
festival and one storyteller in particular caughtVerdicchio’s attention.
“1 here was a guy on there who had taken the story of“Jack and the Hean- 
stalk” and made it rhyme,” she said. “1 really liked the story and 1 don’t reallv 
like the story ot'Jack and the beanstalk’... but 1 was so drawn into it because of 
the rhyming and trying to predict what the next word was going to be.”
Verdicchio also noticed that all the children in the audience seemed to 
love the story because they sat perfectly still and their eyes never left the sto­
ryteller.
I he aspiring author had previously experimented with writing Christian 
books and decided to put that ide.i together with rhyming. Verdicchio’s par­
ents had read the Mible to her a> a child, but she doesn’t remember h.iving anv 
other books that “really taught (her) something about Ciod.”
File inspiration for her first book stemmed from the idea to take a passage 
from the Mible, and without significantly altering it, write it in a rhyme. Ver­
dicchio said she couldn’t leave the idea alone and wrote “A King’s 1 )ecree and 
the Mnive l  hree” as a class assignment for the storytelling class.
Swanagon said he remembers Verdicchio as an “enthusiastic, vibrant storv- 
teller” who was very excited about writing her storv.
Fhe full-time student wrote the book in three weeks while juggling Ihble 
study, a part-time job and U) units, but said she loved doing it.
“My alarm would go oft and I’d be like, “Oh good, time to work on my 
writing,’”Verdicchio said. “It was easy to get up because I really wanted to 
do it.”
She then decided to recite it as a poem at a family event on New Year’s 
Eve and said that gave her a solid deadline for perfecting her rhyme scheme 
and syllables. Verdicchio wasn’t expecting much for the poem’s first “public 
appearance”, but siiid the story was well received and she saw the same reac­
tion from the listening children as the ones on the video enjoying “Jack and 
the Meanstalk.”
Verdicchio said only her husband really encouraged her to publish the 
story, but both her parents supported her throughout the process. Her mother 
helped her put together pieces to send to magazines when she was younger 
and still proofR*ads most of her stories to this day.
I leciding that the worst possible scenario was a company telling her they
see Verdicchio, page 10
C l o c k  •  W a l t h e r  •  H & K  •  R u s e f
Range
Indoor Shooting Range
’u l l  S e r v i c e  
G u n s h o p
• Gun Rentals $6 each
• Gun Sales
• Huge Selection of Ammunition
• Certified Shooting Instruction
• Pepper Spray, Stun Gun, and 
Personal Protection Products
• Gun Accessories - Holsters and Gun Safes
• Sure Fire Flashlights
• Bench-made Knives
• 5.11 Tactical Wear Revolver or pistol rental - 21 years of
Rifle or shotgun -18 years of ago
Pepper Spray and 
Personal Protection 
Products
age
I ;
Prado Rd 
) ae«e* Meat««
Tar* Firm Rd
for s tu d e n ts  with ID and this ad
SHOOT FOR FREE
w ith purchasr of I boxes of ammo per person. 
360 or above
WS4
* - e »
Open: Mon-Fri 10:30am - 5:30pm 
Sat. 11:00am - 4:00pm
ra n g e m a ste rs (g sb cg lo b a l. ne t w w w .range-m aster.com
1149 Granada Drive, Suite A • San Luis Oblsco • 545-03221
•  W e A t h e r b y  •  R e m i n g t o n  •
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movie
''Watchmen” remains 
loyal to comic, may lose 
viewers along the way
-.f-'
Review: Wati limcii 20(i'> (J.5 
out 5 stars)
Director: /.ack Snyder 
W ritten By: Alan Moore (grapli- 
u lunelj, I )avid I layter, Alex I se 
Starrinj;: Hilly (Tiidiip, (aekie 
I'.arle I laley. Malin Akennan, I’atrii k 
Wilson, Jetlivy Dean Moritan, Mat- 
tlu'u ( loode
\
The drive troiii San 1 ills ( 'bispo 
to liA ine t.ikes about tour hours, give 
or take 30 niinutes in regards to trat 
tie. v)n the w.iv down, I tinislied the 
last h.ilt ot .M.in Moore's l‘.tS7 gr.ipli- 
ii novel,“W'atelinien," a hiHik-length 
eiiniie w liieh I iitie M.ig.i/ine named 
as one the “ Uip I (Id Novels" ot the 
2dth eentury. riie stiiry was praised 
tor having ambitions that were both 
eontroversial and ahead ot their time, 
starring a gang ot bizarre, broken 
liown and retired superheroes who 
in their later years h,ive been labeled 
as outcasts by the common man. I 
was, to say the least, excited about 
seeing the breathtaking images and 
characters from the comic adapted 
onto the big screen (in my case, a 
really big IMAX screen), despite my 
lack of faith in director Zack Sny­
der.
As It turns out, it was too gtiod 
to be true, atid the film presented 
the same problems as Snyder’s previ­
ous hit “3(M)” — enchanting visiuls 
and thrilling action mixed with poor 
storytelling.
The story takes place in an al­
ternate version of the United States 
where superheroes emerged in the 
194( K and 1960s, aiding in an Ameri­
can victory m Vietnam. The country, 
with Richard Nixon in the White 
House, is edging closer to a nuclear 
war with the Soviet Union. Faced 
with protests and unrest tlmnigh the 
ranks of law enforcement and large 
numbers of aggravated civilians, 
Nixon instills the Keene Act, out­
lawing superhero activity. A second 
wave of masked “vigilantes” (the first 
being the Minute Men years earlier), 
the Watchmen, are for the most part 
force'll into the early stages of retire- 
nient or goveniment contract, and 
have been displaced by American 
citizens. Now, after years in isolation, 
the murder of perhaps their most 
infamous member. The ('omedian 
(leffrey Dean Morgan), has brought 
the Watchmen together again.
I
I0SÍH
Dr. Manhattan (Hilly Oudup), 
a “godly” figure who emerged fol­
lowing a freak accident, is the only 
member with actual superpowers 
and was the driving force behind 
the United’States’ triumph in Viet­
nam. lie lives outside of ordinary 
time and space, and finds it difr'i- 
cult to connect with hunians on an 
emotional level. Ozyniandi.is (Mat­
thew Cioode), whose real identity — 
Adrian Veidt — is a household name 
and the world’s much loved, smartest 
and richest man, profits off the use of 
his likeness and persona through sii-
see Watchmen, page 10
t h e a t r e
Located at 817 Palm St. 
Downtown near the mission
The Class
Fri;4:00,6:45,9:15 
Sat-Thurs: 3:45
San Luit Obispo Intafnational Film
Festival See website for Details 
sloftlmfest.org
Slumdog Millionaire
Fri; 4:00,6:45,9:15 
Sat: 1:30,4 m  6:45,9:15 
Sun: 1:30,4:00,6:45 
Mon-Thurs: 4:00,645
Wendy and Lucy
Fri: 4:00,7:00,9:15 
Sat: 1:30,7:00,9:15 
Sun: 1:30,7m 
Mon-Tues; 4 :m  7:00 
Wed-Thurs: 7:00
General Admission; S7.50 Matinee S5.00 
Monday All shows SS.OO , ' 
myspace.com/ (BOS)
thepalm theatre S41-5161
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Beware
continued from  page 7
Its tiot actually that creepy but it is that eccentric, weird 
and odiUy adorable. It’s the kind ot'thing you’d swoon to 
should It be in a Fox Searchlight production.
Slowly but surely, the album warms up to my heart in 
the way d;irk, odd couple-buddy comedies teach you in- 
v.iluable life lessons about friendship and being yourself
Songs like “You Don’t Love Me’’ is like the girl in a 
movie that everyone knows is wrong for the main charac­
ter, but he idolizes her despite the way she is subtly abusive 
as devaluing his affection.
“1 Don’t Belong To Anyone’’ is like the quirky friend 
that tries to cheer up the hero by trying to get him to go 
out and enjoy the single life as he sings a nostalgic and gen­
tle “It’s kind of ea.sy to have some fiin when you don’t be­
long to anyone.” And the album’s single,“! Am (ìoodbye” 
has a music video featuring a rejuvenated Will Oldham as 
he triumphantly strolls the streets singing as happy as he 
possibly can, like his character has learned discovered his 
potential and that he does not need the emotional baggage 
that comes with his previous, unhealthy relationship.
The album and the artist are beaunfiil entities that have 
folk and country charm that will soon bless our lovely 
neck of the woods in Los Osos thanks to our friends at 
Folk Yeah. The show will be on Tuesday, March 31 (Cesar 
Cdiavez Day) and tickets are on sale now. It’s going to be 
sweet.
Also, Lake and Quiet Life will be performing at the 
SLO Art CY'nter this Friday the 13 at 7 p.m. thanks to our 
good friends Locket Lmductions. Super fly!
Watchmen
continued from  page 9
perhero action figures and publicity stunts. 
The Nite Owl (Patrick Wilson) represents 
the typical “gadget” crime fighter (like 
Ifatman) who is torn between both fear 
and necessity in regards to his superhero 
persona. Rorshach (Jackie Earl Haley) is 
an ink blot masked vigilante with a dark 
past who has no regards for common 
law and whose only mission is to punish 
criminals without mercy.The last member 
of the group is also its only female mem­
ber. Silk Spectre 11 (Malin Akerman), who 
is also the estranged lover of Dr. Manhat­
tan. She lives with one of humanity’s most 
familiar challenges, living up to her par­
ents, who in her case consists of a single 
mother, the original Silk Spectre (Carla 
Gugino), a former member of the Min­
ute Men who now revels in her past while 
living in an alcohol-induced stupor in a 
California resort.
The mystery surrounding the Come­
dian’s death envelops into a plot to destroy 
the world, the first step of which is to take 
out the Watchmen one by one. Rorshach 
leads the investigation, seemingly being 
the only one who feels that the Come­
dian’s assassination is more complicated 
than it initially appeared, and is deter­
mined to punish the perpetrator, claiming 
“An attack on one is an attack on all of 
us (Watchmen).” Silk Spectre, who later 
becomes engaged in a passionate love af­
fair with Nite Owl (who is e.xperiencing a 
superhero mid-life crisis) as a result of her 
frustration with her current relationship, 
despises the ('omedian and was clearly 
unsettled by many of his past actions, es­
pecially toward her own family.
Dr. Manhattan’s withdrawal with the 
human race and lack of interest in their 
survival only becomes more evident as 
the story progresses, at one point even 
influencing a decision to flee to Mars, of 
which he describes to his lover as being “a 
red world that is now more important to 
(him) than (her) blue one.”
The most satisfying aspects of this 
film present themselves through visu­
ally dynamic special affects and the acting 
abilities of twos of its stars. Billy Crudup 
(“Almost Famous,” “Big Fish”) brings a 
sense of detachment to Dr. Manhattan 
that 1 found myself oddly supporting. In 
one scene, while explaining his thought 
process to Silk Spectre on Mars, Manhat­
tan basically states that the human race is 
violent, self-damaging and unapprecia­
tive of the privilege of life. Crudup’s facial 
expressions and affective use of a solemn 
voice will have any audience member 
agreeing with any word that comes out
of his mouth.The movie’s most impressive 
performance is delivered by Oscar nomi­
nated actor Jackie Earle Haley (“Little 
C'hildren”), whose casting of Rorschach 
seems as if Alan Moore decided it himself 
Haley uses the perfect voice, perfect walk 
and perfect derangement to create a char­
acter that appears as if it was ripped out of 
a page of the graphic novel itself.
Unfortunately, the movie is in the end 
undone by its own devotion to the source 
material. There is regrettably no room 
for these characters and stories to truly 
reveal themselves to an audience. As the 
film stretches toward its end (nearly three 
hours), it becomes immersed in a num­
ber of clichés that it attempts to avoid. A 
number of previous attempts to make this 
film have been made in past years, most 
notably on three different occasions by 
acclaimed directors Terry Gilliam (“Fear 
and Loathing in Las Vegas”), Paul Green- 
grass (“Bourne Supremacy/Ultimatum”) 
and Darren Aronofsky (“The Wrestler”). 
Many critics in both the film aiid comic 
book fields have stated that “Watchmen” 
is so complex and ahead of its time that it 
should never be adapted into a movie, and 
despite a brave attempt by Zack Snyder, 1 
am beginning to agree with them.
Alex Petrosian is a biological sciences freshman 
and the Mustang Daily's new film reviewer.
S a s t^ Japanese RestaurantSushi Bar Teppan Grill Party Room Karaoke Room
SPECIALS
$ 1.95 Small-Sake or Beer
53.95 Large-Sake or Beer
53.95 A choke of One Appetizer: 
Vegetable, Mixed-, Fish;, Calamari Tempura, 
Oyoza, Heart Attack. Monkey Ball
□PEh ALL DAY
M-TR; 11am-10pm 
Fri & Sat, 1 lam-11pm 
Sun, 12pm-9pm
HAPPy HOUR SPEGAL
Everyday 3-5
lmOkh vatiey Hd
11560 Lqs Osos Valley Rd 
San Luis Obispo, C A 93405 
805.595.1500 
l.8^7.SUSHIYA 
www.sushiyarestaurant.net
SAVING SO U LS  
O N E  SO N G  
A T A  TIME...
I APRIL2&3
- 7 pm
V Spanos Theatre
ALL 
STUDENT 
SEATS ARE
50% OFF!
Presented by 
CAL POLY ARTS
TICKETS: 756-2787 
Order on-line 24/7: WWW.calpolyartS.org
Verdicchio
continued from  page 8
didn’t want to publish “A King’s De­
cree and the Br.ive Three,” Verdic­
chio conducted more research to 
find companies that had histories of 
publishing children’s books, especial­
ly Cdiristian children’s books.
“One of the biggest mistakes that 
authors make is that they tlon’t do 
their research about tlifferent publish­
ers St) they don’t send it to the pub­
lisher that wants what they have to 
offer,” Verdicchio said. “For instance, 
if a publisher only publishes two 
children’s botiks a year, you probably 
don’t want to send your children's 
book to them because that’s not their 
specialtN'.”
Verdicchio only sent her manu­
script to two companies but received 
a contract offer from Tate Lublish- 
ing. According to their Web site,Tate 
Lublishing is a “(diristian based, fam­
ily owned, main-line publishing or­
ganization with a mission to discover 
and market unknown authors.”
Another author told Verdicchio it 
took her nine years to get published 
and Verdicchio said she tells other as­
piring authors that this is the more 
likely scenario.
“I don’t think (1 got published so 
fast) because my bixik was so great
but just that 1 had put a lot of prayer 
into it and done the research to 
find somebody that would want my 
book,” she said.
“(ietting published is difficult and 
challenging so 1 think it’s marvel­
ous (that Verdicchio’s book got pub­
lished),” Swanagon said.
Verdicchio is now in the process 
of marketing her book and though 
it's not as fun as actiially writing her 
stories, the process is educational. 
T he new author already has another 
story in the works, but said she wants 
to give her first book more time on 
the market before she launches into 
the publishing process again.
Verdicchio saiil she hopes to re­
turn to the San Luis Obispo area 
soon and credits her English profes­
sors at Cial Poly, as well as her English 
m.ijor, with indirectly influencing 
her writing.
“I feel if I hadn’t gone to C.al Poly, 
if I hadn’t done English, then 1 prob­
ably wouldn't h,ive come around to 
writing (“A King’s Decree and the 
Brave Three”) just because you’re 
thinking in terms of reading and 
writing all the time as an English ma­
jor,” Verdicchio said.
“A King’s Decme and the Brave 
Three” book is available at jaceyver- 
dicchio.com, amazon.com, barne- 
sandnoble.com and various book­
stores.
Come find your luck
'P i.
-
O pens at Sam  
on T uesday  
M arch 17
Serving green beer, 
Irish food too!
Ask for specicils.
Beermaids will be 
serving green beer 
on the patio!
1117 CHORRO STREET. SLO 
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Help. Wanted
D U  CWIDSKKKS SI MMKK 
S I’AFF. San Fernando and 
Coiiejo Valleys. $3275-3500+ 
(SS8)784-('A!VII* www.workat- 
camp.eom
F. A. Summer Day Camps 
Counselors, lifeguards & much 
more. w >vv, .dayea m pjohs .com
Hein Wanted.
Need help pcifecling theses, term 
or professional papers? APA style 
got you down? (iina’s Fditing 
Sve sirKK)ths out & corrects 4 
readability style, tlow. Cheap, last, 
accurate! Call 805-481-0788 
Don't delay!
Help W anted^^l Houses for Saie<
Get paid for your minutes hs- 
tablished telcom launched new 
division of wireless phone sales 
and services. We are seeking 
self motivate leaders. No ex­
perience needed. Will TRAIN 
800-263-2563 x 8702. www. 
minutes2cash.net
Now is the time to buy a 
house! Take Advantage of 
Huge Discounts and Histori­
cally I.ow .Mortgage Rates.
Free I.ist of SLO Houses/Con- 
dos for .Sale. 
steve@slohomes.com 
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990
Announcements
LOST Black cardboard cut­
out named Dan. Last seen in 
Metro 19. If you have any 
information, please respond to 
jstaskus@calpoly.edu
Place your classilied ad today! 
www.mustangdaily.net/ 
classilieds
Pop Culture Shock Therapy by D o u g  B ratton
popculluiecoimcs com Ü DougltiaUon 2009
OACK/ I 
FOUND DINOSAURS oN 
m  ISLAND... AND 
SLEeSTAKS/
/
■mJf
Land o f the Lost
1
Across
Accomplish lots 
of things 
6 Not fitting 
11 Year St. Pius I 
died
14 Sister of Clio
15 Subject of the 
2007
documentary
“An
Unreasonable
Man"
16 "Norma _ "
17 Belief
18 Actor who 
received a 7- 
Down (1998, 
2002, 2005-06)
20 Popular breath 
mint
22 Bovine in old 
ads
23 malenal 
(sturdy fabric)
25 More red, maybe
28 Field in wtiich 
things are 
looking up'*:
Abbr
29 Orient
30
Singer/songwrite 
r who received a 
7-Down (2002, 
2004-06, 2008)
32 Some jazz 
combos
34 One with a long 
face?
35 Hot tub
36 Singer who 
received a 7- 
Down (2003)
39 Tofu source
42 Moviemaking 
lamp
43 Pigment used in 
drawing
45 Singer-actress 
who received a 
7-Down (1996- 
2002)
50 Ditticult sort
51 Extract from a 
French bean?
52 Party list
53 Terrier type
54 From the top
56 'Steamboat
___," first Mickey
Mouse cartoon
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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58 Comedian who 
received a7- 
Down (2003-06)
61 Amalgam, e g
64 One- 
dimensional: 
Abbr.
65 Bob Crafchit's 
occupation
66 To a great extent
67 Switch positions
68 “It takes a ll___ "
69 Benders?
D o w n
1 Acquire
2 It’s found in 
veins
3 Singer who 
received a 7- 
Down (2005)
4 Eroded
5 Drillers' org ?
6 Next to 
Connecticut 
Avenue, say, on 
a Monopoly 
board
7 Annual 
entertainment 
honor
8 Navy chief: Abbr.
9 Bank of China 
Tower architect
to  Logician's 
drawing
11 Piece of 
equipment used 
in a national 
sport of Canada
12 Looseness
13 Annoying types
19 Bit of snow
21 Song syllable
23 Spurts from 
fountains
A C O N
\LUX
tuiir. ituis.ui^ e. facU iL. wnximj. Ixxlij Ireuimenh
1040 Court St & 1907 Broad St 4  
Son Luis Obispo, CA 93401 ' 
805.781.6188 saloniux.com
GREAT HAIR DEALS!
Coll Pomelo Smith 805.400.7298
. 12 FOIL WEAVE • $36 
ALL OVER COLOR • $50 
FACIAL WAX COMBO • $15
S A R A N D i P l i r  SALON • ATASCADEKO
OVER DOESN’T  MEAN 
WE'RE CETTlNfi 
[^B A C R  TOGETHER
Girls & Sports by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
^  BRADLEY, TUSt Y  OF COURSE 
BECAUSE I  CAME \  NOT,
TO ANN...
I  HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO 
EXPECTATIONS WHATSOEVER. 
WE'RE TUST FRIENDS HAVING 
A NICE CHAT
"Nl
'N
I Ï S 2
Robin’s Skincare 
& Waxing
e
e O U lL lB f t lU M
S P R IN G  BR EA K IS HERE!
Waxing Specials! 
Brazilians to brows and more!
Call 805.459.5505 Located at 3930 
Broad Street, SLO 
(Marigold Center)
^FarrellSmythlnc.*  ft r«ft< ftiuift cemftftft
diecV out online ; 
renral/applurations 
and «uilex
www.farr*li«mytti.com
CONGRATS, TOANN, I  
HEAR YOU AND BRADLEY 
ARE GETTING BACK 
TOGETHER
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Puzzi* bv David J. Kahn
24 O.K Corral 
fighter
26 Sch. cc jrse with 
graph'
27 Comedy 
standout
31 I'-ichanged
33 Hacienda room
37 Letter start
38 Achillos 
weakness
39 Director who 
received a7- 
Down (2007)
40 Like sòme hair
41 Columbia rival
42 Funnyman 
Robert
44 Fraternity letter
45 Spanish devil
46 Enter cautiously
47 Gets to know
48 Boonies
49 Sea slitherer 
55 Small cut
57 Tall and thin
59 Student at 41- 
Down
60 Door sign
62 Low digit
63 Football stat: 
Abbr.
8
1
6
7
9
9 6
7 8
8
1
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For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, SI 49 a minute; or, with a credit 
card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS 
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit 
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information 
Online subscnptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past 
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips; nytimes conVwordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers; nj^imes.com/learning/xwords.
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No change in imperialistic policies 
with new administration
The
Conservative
Constitutionalist
by C o l i n  M c K i m
With all the eainpaign rhetoric of change 
in foreign policy now fading in the memories 
pf the public, the new administration is start­
ing on plans to increase the intensity of the 
war in Atghanistan. On Tuesday, Vice Presi­
dent biden announced at the NATC') head­
quarters that the situation in Afghanistan was 
"deteriorating” and that the United States 
needs support from its allies to fight extrem­
ist groups in the region.
For an imeonstitiitional war that has made 
little progress in meeting its main goals of
finding C')sama bin Laden and eradicating the Taliban and al-Qaeda, the 
decision to stay the course in this foreign policy debacle is not 
the change Americans had hoped for.
The war in Afghanistan was a bad idea from the start, and 
the decision to escalate it is a step in the wrong direction.
The Ikish administration justified the war and lured Ck^ngress 
into supporting it as a consequence of September H.Just as 
they had done for almost every act of war since World War II.
Cx^ngress granted the president authority’ to use military force 
m 2001.
Plans were already in place before the attacks to overthrow 
the Afghani regime were implemented, and the undeclared 
war began. Just as the Afghanis were able to expel the British 
and Soviets from their rugged country in the past, it’s unlikely 
the stubborn militants will ever be crushed by the United 
States.
In a time of staggering levels of federal spending, the war in 
,^fghanistan is an unnecessary drain on the American people.
•Many arguments could he made about how we need to help 
oppressed Afghanis stand up against the Taliban and otlier reli­
gious or political groups not in line with Western philosophy, 
hut the fact is America does not have the resources right now.
We have skv-high budget deficits and are planning on in­
creased expensive niiiitars actions rather than cutting back, if 
that doesn't sound illogical, I don't know w hat does.
Maintenanee and building of our .‘\meriean empire over- 
'iMs costs SI rrillion per year. Someone's p.iying for all of this, 
and right now it s .Americans already living m a chaotic eeon-
I'lm.
Supporters ot Cictirge IJnsh's doctrine of spreading dem-
Si^ Üsf.-S
"L
ocratic government through intervention­
ism claim that giving up in Afghanistan puts 
America at risk, lint from the viewpoint of 
the Taliban, it is American and NATO in­
terventionism in Afghanistan that is putting 
Americans at risk. In response to Obama’s an­
nouncements Tuesday about reaching out to 
“moderate” resistance groups in Afghanistan, 
Taliban spokesman Q‘**"i Mohammad Yousuf 
ridiculed this plan as illogical and said the only 
solution to Afghanistan’s spiraling violence was 
to renune all foreign troops operating there. 
The longer America and NATO stay in the region, the more resis­
tance they enctiiinter. If 
the new administratuMi 
chose to pull out and 
apologize formally for 
the misdirected foreign 
policy of its predecessors 
against Middle-Eastern 
and Muslim peoples, I 
consider it unlikely that 
the desire to terrorize 
Americans would contiiiT 
lie. ( xiiitinnous escalation 
of ertorts to crush the op­
position is not the answer 
to preventing terrorism 
against America.
In a land of extreme 
and divisive polities, 
America needs to stop 
pLiying policeman or 
mediator. Yousuf savs it 
best: ".Afghans know bet­
ter how to decide about 
their destinv."
' .din MiKini is nn ainron- 
nu niiil /(/•»Myt /»(»/ iiini pro- 
'cction innioi iiiitl a Mnstan\  ^
IXiily politiciil colwnnist.
P.MII. NIVISART '  '
-K.-
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corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in 
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal 
Fbly campus and the neighbonng com­
munity. We appreciate your readership 
and are thankful for your careful reading. 
Rease send your correction suggestions 
to mustangdaily@gmail.com.
notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated 
public forum." Student editors have full 
authority to make all content decisions 
without censorship or advance ap­
proval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa­
per: however the removal of more than 
one copy of the paper per day is sub­
ject to a cost of 50 cents per issue.
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CLA students shouldn’t have to foot the bill
There have been many arguments made in support of the inercase in 
college based tees m the last tew weeks. However, several questions remain 
unanswered. Facnlry and statf, including President Baker, w’ho support the 
increase have remained vague .is to what the increase would do for stu­
dents. Instead of telling us what will happen if the
initiative passes, they merely warn of what might —— —— . 
happen if the initiative does not pass.
It IS hard to take the caveats issued by President 
Baker seriously when he doesn’t seem concerned 
enough to take a cut m his inriated salary. The jus­
tification that he earns “peanuts" compared to pri­
vate secior C'EOs is appalling.
The puhlii education system, as indicated by its 
name, is built on the backs of the public. In this 
time of economic crisis, even ClEOs whose profes­
sional goals .tre to make tin.incial gams .ire taking 
huge p,i\ .-urs. I find it utterly offensive lh.it Presi­
dent B.tker makes no .ucn otter. ,ind instead con­
tinues to iM\e peec'ies <'ti w hv students should n.n 
rile  umsersity more.
t .d Poh IS blaming the state for its shorteom- 
m g s  ,iiul asking the students to p.iv for them hut I 
h.ive s et to hear the uim ersitv itself take responsi- 
hilitv for anv of these problems.
l astly, as an Faiglish major m the Cxillege of l iberal Arts. I must bring 
attention to a problem I h.ive not heard addressed in any of the dialogue
regarding the C'BFs. CXA tuition has traditionally been lower than other [.tinrni Stnpck is on Undidf senior ond Mushtni; Doily \(nest coinninisl.
Cal Poly is blaming 
the state for its short­
comings and asking 
the students to pay 
for them. I have yet 
to hear the university 
itself take responsibility
for anv o f  these¥
problems.
colleges for the obvious fact that we do not have labs and therefore do not 
acquire lab equipment or lab statf. Under this new initiative, all colleges 
will pay the same amount. Why should CL.A students be .asked to carry 
the burden of other students’ costs? This is a polytechnic universits’. Sup­
porters of the fee increase keep citing the reputa- 
tion that C'al Poly must uphold, not as an excellent 
university, but as an excellent polytechnic univer­
sity. What responsibility do I, as an English major, 
have to ensure that engineers who graduate from 
C'al Poly are able to receive high paying jobs due 
to the reputation of the universitv’’s engineering 
program?
There are too many shortfalls in this initiative. 
The universitv' has failed to clearly outline what 
ch.inges they w ill make so that our money will go 
to good use and so that we will not be asked to 
pay more in another few vears. Presiileiu Baker has 
failed to Net an example b\ •. ontinumg to emoy an 
inriated income while asking students to merease 
their fees.
Lastly, the new imti.itise asks for a set fee from 
every student across all colleges. Students who 
don't use the resources and w ho don't benefit from 
the polytechnic reputation should not have to p.iy 
as mueh as the students who do.
Thursday, March 12, 2009
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Democrats should keep 
education a priority
The
L ib e ra l Lens
by Stephanie England
Today is the last day to vote on the college 
based fee referendum. 1 have read the pros 
and cons on this issue and I feel that despite 
the legitimate concerns articulated by music 
major Patricia Rosas in her statement on the 
Referendum Web site, I have no choice but 
to vote in favor of the proposed increase.
Rosas echoed my concerns over the pro­
posed initiative when she explained that “the 
C'alifornia education budget has been a long­
standing dilemma in our legislature.The state 
did not allocate its hinds properly; the prison 
system, which shams a portion of the sfcite 
budget with the CSUs, has been placed as a 
priority over education.”
Sadly, the state has its priorities skewed 
and since the spinek*ss C'alifornia legislature 
has passed its budget crisis onto us, we must 
vote to increase the college based fees or face 
reductions in classes offered, a loss of qualified 
professors and class size increases.
Every time there is a budget hiccup in 
C California, education seems to be first on the 
cutting block — despite the fact that I )emo- 
crats am the majority party in C ailifornia. One 
of the m‘a.sons I am a 1 )emocrat is be­
cause I believe strengthening public 
K-12 education and higher educa­
tion institutions should be the chief 
concern of government. It is a shame 
for 1 )emocrats to sign off on a bud­
get that puts the prison system on an 
equal statvis with education, and it also 
tarnishes the power we voters entrust­
ed to them.
The reason were in this situation 
IS because 1 lemoerats sacrificed their 
values in order to appease Republi­
cans and gain the two-thirds majority 
needed Ui pass the state budget. I fear 
that, in the name of compmmise and 
bipartisanship, I’rc'sident Obama may 
be peering down the same dark path.
Last TuessLiy, he gave his most ex­
tensive speech on education yet, say­
ing.” loo many supptirters of my par­
ts’ hase resisted the idea of mwarding 
excellence in teaching with extra pay, 
even though we know it can make 
a difference in the classnuim.” The 
Associated l’ix*ss reports that Obama 
went on to s.iy that “suite limits on 
numbers of charter schools amn't 
‘g iH x l for our children, our economs'
or our country.
It seems as though the Nation­
al Education Association is in the 
same suite of disbelief over President 
Obama's statements as I was. AP re­
ports that 1 )ennis van Roekel, the pres­
ident of the a.ssociation, “insisted that 
Obama’s call for teacher performance 
pay does not necessarily mean raises or 
bonuses would be tied to student test 
scores. It could mean more pay for board- 
certified teachers or for those who work in 
high-poverty, hard-to-staff schools, he said.
However, White House press secretary 
Robert Gibbs later confirmed that merit pay 
is, in fact, what President Obama is propos­
ing. Supporting public education is a con­
stant struggle for equality. Merit pay and 
charter schools will only increase the dispar­
ity between the education of the rich and the 
poor.
Teacher performance should not be 
the focus when considering how to im­
prove our public education system. I attended 
“low performing” schools throughout my 
K-12 education,and I’ve found that the major 
difference between studenus who succeed and 
those who do not is intrinsic motivation and 
parenuil support. In general, my experience 
has been that students who want to learn and 
succeed will find teachers who are more than 
willing to support them.
Pmsident Obama’s current proposal to 
remove the state limit on charter schools will
drain the public education system, because 
the higher-performing students will Hock 
to the higher-performing schools that of­
fer more opportunities. Allocating a portion 
of public funding to charter schools also takes 
away from our equal-access public education 
system. Why can’t our government just sup­
port the system we have in place?
Despite his Hawed proposals. President 
Obama has followed through on his cam­
paign promise to increa.se funding for public 
schools. The stimulus package doubles fund­
ing to public schools compared to the Bush 
administration, and I believe that he is mak­
ing a genuine effort to implement his “cradle 
to career” approach to education.
He’s just going about it the wrong way 
with those two components of his plan. Dou­
bling federal funding for public schools is a sig­
nificant improvement itself. Ifhe gave his team 
of economic experts the ta.sk of finding a new 
way to more equitably fund public schools at 
the state level, who knows how much the 
achievement gap might shrink? If student ac­
ademic performance could somehow be tied 
to parent pay, all of our educational problems 
might be solved. However, whenever the role 
of the public education system in America is 
diminished, so is Obama’s hope of increasing 
the competitiveness between American and 
international students.
Stephanie Ensiland is an English junior and a 
Xhistanti Daily political columnist.
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PAUL lACHINL n fw sa r t
LETTERS
T O  T H E  E D IT O R
Result o f  voting  no will be less 
access to  classes you need
Oappy priority registrations. Ever been 
through one of them? You e-mail the pro­
fessor to explain your situation and you beg 
and plead that you need this class in order 
to move on to the next series within your 
expected graduation schedule. And this is 
just seven weeks before the next quarter 
starts. Still, there you are at the front of the 
class on the first day, practically begging 
on your knees. Then, the guy next to you 
whips out his graduation evaluation and 
explains in equal disparity that he’s got over
200 units and this is the last class he’ll ever 
need to take to graduate. Twelve other stu­
dents are in line behind you and him, each 
equally desperate, and the professor just has 
one permission number.
Welcome to the new hell of registering 
for classes. Cal Boly, because if you don’t 
vote for the college based fee referendum, 
this situation may very well be the start of 
every single quarter, despite what number 
your priority is. And I’m not talking about 
just those seniors who haven’t just planned 
well enough during those early college 
years — this is about everyone.
I urge you to do whatever it takes to get 
yourself and your peers to graduate as soon 
as possible. One way you can make a differ­
ence is to vote; vote yes on the referendum, 
for the future of all those who come after 
you. Ensure them the privilege of getting 
out of college in the four or five years you 
received. For the sake of your sanity, for the 
quality of your education, for ensuring that 
you’re not taking out $15,(K)() loans each 
year to take three classes — vote.
Y um i Shiraishi
iiraphic communications senior
Hey! Great article. It's important that we al­
ways question the history that is regurgitated 
into official textbooks and proliferated for us 
to take as gospel.
As we are witnessing today, what makes the 
pages of history and what is reality can be 
two completely separate things, depending 
on what the desired perception is.
Take all the Sept. 11 inside job stuff going 
around (it was), and then the whole story 
trying to get us angry at Muslims that the 
mainstream media has been feeding us for 
eight years. I mean, forget the fact that we 
invaded the wrong country (the 19 hijack­
ers were from Saudi Arabia, not Iraq), but the 
ultimate goal is Iran/Afghanistan and contn>l 
of the Caspian Oil Basin vis-a-vis a perpetual 
state o f ‘terror’ war, then setting up Central 
Asian bases. But this is a very vast subject, and 
if you’re interested, watch the film ‘Fabled 
Enemies’ on Google video. It also talks about 
who really was involved in Sept. 11.
If you’ve read Orwell’s “ 1984” or seen the 
movie “Brazil,” you might have a better un­
derstanding of what’s going on.
Anyway, I am glad to see some open-minded 
articles m this paper. It would be nice to have 
some more stuff about what really happened 
on Sept. 11, seeing as how some of the very 
same people who are responsible for that are 
still running the country.
—  D yla n
Response to “Be wary of what you read: History 
is uritten by those who win"
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continuedfrom page 16
there and she is really only showing 
positive body language,” llream said 
ot Blalocks consistency.“When you 
combine that with a really high-level
w w w .m ustangdaily .net
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of play, you put a lot of pressure on 
your opponent to play well.”
Equally as dominant as Blal­
ocks performance Wednesday was 
Matzenauer s 6-1,6-0 victory against 
Tigers’ junior Majone Ondeck in 
the No. 2 spot. She has been play­
ing in the No. 1 and 2 positions all 
season and is a nationally ranked
doubles player.
“Bringing in Suzie this year was 
key,” Bream said.
The Tigers won three home du­
als last weekend over Austin I’eay, 
Murray State and Southeast Mis­
souri State. They are a perfect 5-0 
at home this season, but struggle on 
the road, winning only three of the
11 matches played away from their 
courts. Handing them their eleventh 
road loss of the season, the Mustangs 
won their last two matches handily 
and look to carry their momentum 
into Saturday’s match against Big 
West (xmference opponent ( ’al 
State Fullerton, Bream said after the 
match.
Basketball
continuedfrom page 16
for the second-seeded Flighlanders 
against C'al Poly. UC' Santa Barbara’s 
Jenna (ireen averaged 19.5 points 
and 7.5 rebounds for the Gauchos in 
their meetings with the Mustangs.
Sophomore forward Kristina San- 
tiagt) was named to the first-team all- 
Big West C^onference team last week, 
but Mimnaugh said she e.xpects her 
senior leaders, Mcliride and Harri­
son, to step up for the team.
“They bring a sense of urgency 
to us,” Mimnaugh said. “You really 
don’t have any time to feel your way 
into a game at this point.”
Mimnaugh said she expects to see
a lot of zone defense and full court 
pressure from C'al State Northridge 
defensively.
In the Mustangs previous game 
with the Matadors, Harrison was 
able to exploit that defense to the 
tune of 21 points and 12 rebounds, 
one of her best performances of the 
season.
Still, Mimnaugh worries about 
C'al State Northridge and the rest of 
the field. But she is still keeping her 
eye on the ultimate goal, a berth in 
the 64-team NC'AA tournament.
“I’ve been in the business a long 
time and the only time I’ve been to 
the NC'AA tournament was through 
the guiding hands of Kay Yow,” Mim­
naugh said. “It’s so special, and only 
64 teams get to go so that would be 
totally awesome for our program.”
NICK CAMACHO MUSTANG DAILY
Cal Poly senior guard Lisa McBride, right, is one of two seniors playing 
in their final Big West Conference Tournament this weekend.
$64,000 question: To guarantee or not guarantee?
.\S.S(K:iATt.I> PRLSS
Oklahoma senior center (Courtney Paris, right, is willing to repay her entire 
college scholarship if the Sooners do not win the national championship.
Jim Litke
ASSIK lATl n  PHfcSS
On senior night for the Oklahoma 
women’s basketball team last week, 
star center C'ourtney Paris got caught 
up in the emotion of the moment 
and s.iid if the Sooners don’t win the 
NC'AA tournament in her final sea­
son, she’s going to a'pay every penny 
of her four-year scholarship.
Given the chance to back off, she 
repeated it.
“I want to do something special,” 
Pans told The Oklahoman, when the 
newspaper caught up with her stH in  
after. “That’s why I put my sihol- 
arship on the table. I meant what I 
said.”
I hat’s S64,(MK1, give or take a few 
textbooks. And she’s repeated it sev­
eral times since.
As someone who just finished 
paying four years ol out-ol-state tu­
ition for the second time at a Big 
Pen school, i was going to offer some 
advice: Stop. You’re making your par­
ents nuts.
Apparently not.
Courtney s father, former 49ers 
Pro Bowl lineman Bubba Paris, 
turned up during halftime on Tues­
day night's telecast of the Big East 
women’s final between Louisville and 
('onnecticut and added his baritone 
VLiice to hers.
Keep in mind how many hours 
of carpooling he invested in C'.ourt-
ney’s scholarship, as well as the one 
given to twin daughter Ashley, who 
also plays for Oklahoma. While no 
one explicitly promised to repay her 
scholarship, you see how this could 
get expensive in a hurry.
No matter.
“This is their year,” Bubba Paris 
said. “And let me be clear about this 
again:' My ilaughters have contrib­
uted. They’ve helped them a*cruit 
gn.*at players. They brought in gtxxl 
people.”
Then he got much closer to the 
camera. And louder — all in gotxl 
fun. I think.
“If the>’ don’t win this year, it’s 
your fault Sherri ('o.ile,” he thun­
dered at his diughter’s coach. “Take 
tln>se great players and win with 
them. I said it.Yes I did!”
(After that performance, would 
you be surprised to learn he 
launched a second career as a motiva­
tional speaker and sideline reporter? 
That he’s an ordained minister? I hat 
Bubba played for Bo Schembechler 
at Michigan and won three Super 
Bowls with San Francisco? Lhought 
so.)
(anirtney's guarantee shouKln’t 
rank alongside Joe Namath telling 
reporters the upstart New York Jets 
would win the Super Bowl on the 
eve of the big game. It’s not Mark 
Messier, with the Rangers down 
3-2 heading into Game 6, promising 
New York a Stanley C'up. Nor is it
Babe Ruth calling his shot in the ‘32 
World Series against the Chibs.
It’s better.
Because it’s attached to real cash.
T his isn’t forget ami forgive — 
the rest of the ilebt.1 his is “Just Win, 
Baby! ... Or else.”
Imagine next week’s headlines if 
it caught on.
“Owner Donald Sterling forced 
to return Clippers to NBA league 
office. Chmeedes ‘respectability’ will 
remain a ’pipe dream ...so long as I’m 
in charge.’”
“1 )avid Beckham decides making 
soccer big in U.S. ‘was more work 
and less fun than Posh pmniised.’ Re­
turns Posh, pair of game-worn cleats 
and autographed jersey to C iaiaxy to 
satisfy ‘clawback’ provision in $250 
million deal.”
“Fired Lions general manager 
Matt Millen agrees to shag punts at 
practice until teams wins a Super 
Bowl.‘It’s the least I can do to undo 
the damage I’ve done.’”
Remember that ugly scene dur­
ing Chxinecticut men’s coach Jim 
Chilhoun’s news confeR*nce a few 
weeks agtx the one where an activ­
ist sneaked in and asked C'alhoun to 
justify getting paid $1.6 million by a 
state staring at an $8 billion deficit 
two years fmm now?
That ctnild be every day in the 
new world of sports! Holding people 
accountable might even be fun — fi>r 
a while.
“Here’s the deal,” UGONN 
women’s coach Geno Auriemma 
said, deciding to pl.iy along after his 
team clobbered Louisville to win its 
second straight conference regular- 
season title.
“If we recruit you and our goal is 
to make the NC?AA tournament.and
we don’t, you owe one year of your 
scholarship back. If we recruit you 
because we have a chance to win the 
national championship and we don’t, 
then you have to give some money 
back. I think I would be in favor of 
that.
“Now, the only problem.” Au- 
rienima concluded “is my A1) will 
come to me and s,iy,‘You give back a 
year every time you don’t do what I 
want you to do.’”
That might be the strangest thing 
about Paris’ guarantee. Even casual 
fans of wtmien’s basketball, let alone 
the administration at Clonnecticut 
and the rest of the state, would be 
stunned if Auriemma doesn’t win a 
sixth national title this year.
They might even ask for some 
money back.
The Huskies are 33-0, they’re 
beating opponents by an average of 
31 points and nobody has come clos­
er than lO.They beat Louisville 93-65 
in January and 75-36 TtlestLiy night. 
They beat C')klahoma 10f)-78 back 
in November even though C^nirtney 
Paris, who is a double-double ma­
chine, put up 14 points and the same 
number of rebounds.
If the two teams meet again in the 
tournament — a much bigger “iP’ 
for the Scxxiers than Huskies — Paris 
could ring up a triple-triple and still 
come up short. And even if she gix*s 
on to play in the WNBA, w hea* sala­
ries top out annind $ino.(MM), paying 
Oklahoma back won’t be easy.
If nothing else, as motivational 
tricks go, this one is not cheap.
So here’s some advice for G.ourt- 
ney that might be more useful:
You go. girl.
—  Jiin Litke is ij tuitioual sports lol- 
iiiiiiiist for llic Associated Ihess.
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continuedfrom page 16
sas State needs some quality w'ins 
in the conference tournament in 
order to move on. Prediction; Six 
teams.
The Pac-1() has been re.illy 
competitive this year, resulting in 
multiple bids: Washington, UCT.A, 
Arizona State, C'al and Arizona. 
Yeah I got Arizona advancing be­
cause they deserve it. It’s either that 
or the committee will have them 
in because they are obsessed with 
popular programs like Arizona, 
Kentucky and Florida. Prediction: 
Five teams.
The Southeastern (xiiifer- 
ence is having a down year; w'e’ll 
just leave it at that. Teams in the 
tourney: LSU, South C'arolina, 
Tennessee and Auburn. Unless 
Florida and especially Kentucky 
make big runs (C'onference tour­
nament finals), I believe their bids 
are not forthcoming. Prediction: 
Five teams.
Man, basketball must be in de­
cline if the Mountain West gets 
this many bids. They never get 
consideration for this many. Teams 
that are in: Utah and BYU. As for 
SDSU, New Mexico and UNLV; 
they need help. New Mexico has 
only won big games at home, 
SI )SU blew their chances of hav­
ing a quality non-conference win 
three times (ASU, UA and St. 
Mary’s) and UNI V is pniying that 
their victory at Louisville will get 
them over the hump. 1 just don't 
see five MWC'. teams in the tour­
nament, but we’ll see. Prediction: 
Lhree teams.
Mid-ni.ijor teams who do not 
win their conference tournament 
should be worried, because they 
are often overlooked.There are not 
as many gocxl niid-m.ijor teams 
this year, w Inch is a shame because 
everyone loves Canderella.
There are mid-major teams 
that aa‘ locks for the tournament: 
Memphis, Butler, Gonzaga and 
St. Mary’s. Teams that need help 
(i.e. BC?S bubble teams losing first 
iDund of conference tournament) 
aa*: St. Mary’s, Niagara, Davidson 
and C'a*ighton.
With a total of 42 teams that 
I pa*dict to be in, we must not 
double count for the confeamce 
tournament winners, who receive 
an automatic bid. So we a.ssume 
that an at large candidate will 
win in each confeamce tourna­
ment. We subtract the winners of 
the eight confeamce tournaments 
from the 42 teams predicted and 
gi‘t our 34 at-large bids. Look out 
next week for bracket analysis and 
upset alerts.
Htwiiltoii is an agricultural 
systems matiagemetit senior and Mus­
tang Daily guest columnist.
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Cal Pbly senior (brwaixl Megan Harrison, shown 
above, will be counted on to take the Mustangs 
deep into the confierence tournament.
OR MONTHS N t iw , the C'.il Poly womens 
basketball team has been working for this 
moment.
For seniors Lisa McBride and Megan Harri­
son, they have been waiting _____________
four years for this.
The Mustangs (19-10) en­
ter Ihg West Tournament play 
as the third seed. But more 
importantly, the team enters 
with the confidence that it 
can go all the way.
C'al Poly will take its 
first step towards a Big West 
championship at noon today 
when they face eighth-seed­
ed C'al State Northridge in 
Anaheim.
“I think that all the success 
they've had this season makes 
them feel more confident 
when they go into games,”
Cal Poly head coach Faith 
Mimnaugh said. “The team 
never feels like they’re not 
going in at the end of a game 
to secure a win.”
The Mustangs defeated 
the Matadors (8-22) twice during the a*gular 
season, but the games were closer than one might 
expect between the teams.
Freshman center Ja.smine Erving gave the 
Mustangs fits in the teams’ earlier encounters. She
I think that 
all the success 
they’ve had this 
season makes 
them feel more 
confident when 
they go into 
games.
—Faith Mimnaugh
C'al Poly head coach
averaged 12.5 points and 9.5 rebounds against 
C’al Poly this year.
The team has struggled since securing the 
third seed in the conference tournament. The 
Mustangs have lost two of their last three games 
including their last contest, a 74-61 decision at 
UC' Riverside.
“I felt like since we went 
to Davis and Pacific that the 
team hasn’t played to that 
same ability since then,” 
Mimnaugh said.
The Mustangs had won 
nine of 10 before losing to 
C'al State Bakersfield and 
UC' Riverside.
“I’m not really sure if they 
slipped on focus,” Mimnaugh 
said.“But it will be there this 
week because we really want 
to win a championship.”
If the Mustangs are to 
make a push deep into the 
tournament, they will need 
to get by UC> Riverside and 
possibly UC Santa Barbara 
in the final. C'al Poly was 
0-4 against the top two seeds 
during the regular season.
“If we are lucky enough 
to get to play either of the 
team’s ahead of us one of the things we need to 
work on is guarding their stars,” Mimnaugh said.
Ckmference player of the year Kemie Nkele 
averaged 15.5 points and 8.5 rebounds a year
see Basketball, page 15
womens itennis CAL POLY 7, MBV1PHIS 0
Cal Poly shuts down Tigers
Clinton McGue
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The C'al Poly women’s tennis team carried 
their dominant performance over S^n Francisco 
into Wednesday’s match against the Memphis Ti­
gers, sweeping doubles and winning all six singles 
matches in straight sets.
The Mustangs (7-4) started their home stretch 
off with a bang when they defeated San Francis­
co 7-0 on Monday. They continued to provide 
the firepower on Wednesday afternoon when the 
beat the Tigers (8-8) 7-0.
Heading into the match, C'al Poly’s head 
coach Hugh Bream knew that Memphis would 
put up a fight and wanted his team to be able to 
match their intensity.
“We knew coming out that (Memphis) was a 
feisty team, a real mentally tough team,” Bream
said of the game plan. “So, our goal was to be 
focused and make every single point tough.”
They were responsive to the request, making 
points for Memphis scarce. The No. 75 ranked 
duo of sophomore Amy Markhoff and junior 
Suzie Matzenauer rolled to an 8-1 victory over 
Memphis’ duo of freshman Sarah Irvin and ju ­
nior Amanda Brown. The other two matches at 
the No. 1 and 3 positions were won by an 8-4 
margin.
junior Brittany Blalock, who is ranked No. 
78 in the nation, led singles play as she faced off 
against Memphis’ top performer, junior Ashley 
Murdock, in the No. 1 position. Winning straight 
sets 6-1, 6-0, Blalock won her eighth straight 
match and improved to 19-5 on the season.
“Brittany is really mentally disciplined out
see Tennis, page 15
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Cal Poly junior Brittany Blalock, shown above, 
dominated her match winning 6-1, 6-0. Blal­
ock has won eight consecutive matches.
March
Madness:
bubble
breakdown
With Selection Sunday less than 
one week away, many are filled with 
anticipation for the greatest event in 
sports, the NC]AA Men’s College 
Basketball Cdiampionship. March 
Madness is for the 65 team single 
elimination tournament. This year’s 
tournament is as wide open as ever, 
but with 31 automatic bids (win con­
ference tournament) and 34 at large- 
bids on the line (selection commit­
tee), many teams find themselves on 
the bubble wondering if they get a 
chance to dance.
The main things that the selection 
committee looks for are road record, 
conference record, record vs. RPl top 
50 (RPI IS a computer ranking based 
on strength of schedule, opponent’s 
strength of schedule, record, etc.) and 
the last ten games. Let’s shed some 
light on this bubble situation.
The ACX' has six tournament 
teams in my opinion: Duke, UNC, 
Wake Forest, Clemson, Boston C'ol- 
lege and Florida State. Teams such as 
Miami, Virginia Tech and Maryland 
need to have a smmg showing in 
their conference tournament in order 
to impress the committee.This means 
that if these teams want in, they must 
be able to knock off the teams in their 
conference that have already locked 
up an at large selection (like all other 
bubble teams in BCS conferences). 
Prediction: ACC gets six teams.
The Atlantic 10 is fighting for 
respect from the committee. Teams 
that are in: Xavier and Dayton. The 
only other teams to possibly get se­
lected are Rhode Island and Temple. 
Rhode Island has a great road record 
and with some close losses to national 
powerhouses on the road, they should 
get serious consideration. Temple has 
a good RPI rating, but come on, the 
A10 is garbage. Prediction: Three- 
teams.
The Big East Conference will 
easily get the most teams out of any 
other conference in the tournament: 
Pittsburgh, UCX^NN, Louisville,Vil- 
lanova, Syracuse, West Virginia and 
Marquette. The only bubble team is 
Providence. They need a few wins in 
the conference tournament to solidify 
a spot in the tournament. Prediction: 
Eight teams.
The Big Ten Conference is the 
most controversial and difficult to 
figure out. Teams with bids so far are 
Michigan State, Illinois and Purdue. 
Ohio State, Wisconsin and Michigan 
should win a game in their confer­
ence tournament to further solid­
ify their spots, but their resumes are 
March Madness worthy. As for Penn 
State and Minnesota, they need to 
make a decent run this week in order 
tci get the committee to approve. The 
reason why there are so many bubble 
teams this year is because of all the 
.5(K) and above conference records. 
Prediction: Six teams.
The Big XII has: Oklahoma, Kan­
sas, Missouri, Texas, Texas A&M and 
Oklahoma State. Bubble team Kan-
see March, page 15
